12 DO'S AND DON'TS OF THE SHOP

1. Do not bring your machine in for service until you, your crew leader, and everyone on the crew has had the time to form an opinion as to what may be wrong with the unit. Allow each person in this group a chance to correct the problem. Whenever possible, move several electrical connectors around and turn all the adjusting screws you can find.

2. If you can’t bring the unit in for service immediately, wait until the malfunction has become a major emergency before calling a mechanic to tow it to the shop. If you tow the machine yourself, drop the unit in front of the shop door so we must fix your machine before we can get another out of the shop. Fridays are best, but anytime after 4:00 p.m. is OK.

3. When describing the problem be sure not to tell us the whole story – the only thing better than that is a good Hardy Boys mystery.

4. Invite your section helper to the shop so they can give their version of what’s wrong. The technicians welcome your suggestions on how to fix your machine.

5. The minute we begin working on your machine, ask how much longer it’ll take. Make it clear that you have important work on the course that has to be done within the hour. Be sure to look at your watch often and to remind the technician of the time in case he’s forgotten.

6. If you’re unable to be with us while your machine is being repaired, assign someone who has never worked on or operated the machine to take your place and supervise the repair. Bad breath is a plus.

7. Your machine should be as dirty and greasy as possible. Drive it down a dusty road on the way to the shop. Half-eaten bags of food, golf balls wedged behind control levers and empty soda cans in the battery compartment are always appreciated.

8. Ask again when your machine will be ready. This question is particularly welcome when the engine is in 100 pieces and spread out on the workbench.

9. If the technician is looking at a schematic diagram, ask if he knows what he’s doing. Be sure to mention that you fixed your toaster last week without using a schematic diagram.

10. When the technician tells you he needs to order a part to complete the repair, be sure to tell him how your Grandpa could fix anything with a piece of wire or some duct tape.

11. Always stick to your story: “I didn’t hit anything,” “I checked the oil,” and “That’s the way it was when I got it.”

12. After the repairs have been made, and you’ve used the machine, be sure to come back and let us know how Johnny’s machine mows a half a mile per hour faster than yours.

Equipment managers and technicians: Have any to add to the list? E-mail them to gci@gie.net, and we’ll print our favorites.

David Robinson is the equipment manager for Cherry Hills Country Club in Englewood, Colo. He compiled this timeless, tongue-in-cheek list about a decade ago.